WHAT I DO

- Receive county data and collate database
- Assist the counties with building their mapping programs
- Work with CDFA and CalIPC staff to utilizing current weed data for regional planning
CURRENT PROGRESS

- Great data is being collected
- Counties without mapping programs are getting started mapping
GREAT DATA

- As much detail as you have—lots of points, population size, revisits and seasonal updates!
- Negative data is great too! Couldn’t find a population from years past? Note that it appears eradicated.
- Get to know potential early detection targets, but also don’t hesitate to map the weeds you’re already tracking.
DATA SUBMISSION

- Califlora groups are great
- Shapefiles are great
- If your program would like assistance, reach out!
  - Kari.Osegueda@cdfa.ca.gov
  - Cell (916) 204-3763